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A magical intergalactic fairy tale.



2018 is the year of the launch of my Space Dream. Trained as an architect, at the Techni-
cal University Delft, living and working in Rotterdam The Netherlands and by an excess of 
(beauty) regulation and my frustrations about that, now working in the fields between art, 
sculpture, architecture and design. However, the “real” architecture is still tempting. With 
my Space Dream I research if there is a way to connect my new acquired world with making 
“real” architecture once again. But under its own conditions. As a kind of anarchic manifes-
to. As an ode to the imagination. A statement with space traveling as the symbolic carrier 
of a search for a new freedom idiom through disruptive sculptural narrative architecture! A 
magical intergalactic Vista for myself and also for everyone who wants to! All this led by 
my alter ego Space Pig El Capitano. Which place does not need it? Therefore also the intro-
duction of the first two Space Dream basic rights:

• Any self-respecting town, village or township has the right to a private Spaceport!
• Every citizen may build its own rocket, Lunar Lander or related article on or to his home, 

yard, pasture or forest without any restriction! 

Space Port Rotterdam, on top of the high line “Hofbogen” and Stalla in the Gloria, a        
settlement on top of my own Rotterdam apartment, are a first autonomous expression of my 
Space Dream. Of course with this project I want to conquer the wide galaxy and I do so with 
my first Space Dream installation; the Lunar Lander FDS 01. Together with El Capitano I do 
research in the field to find congeniality, inspiration, motivation and other kinds of sup-
port. The research results I stuck in drawings, collages and spatial objects. With the aim 
of a spa(ce)tial revolution! Because it is high time for that!



“El Capitano and nephew Jonas”; Out of space! 



Lunar Lander FDS 01 the first spatial object from “Space Dream” project!



“FDS 01” “Maanlander”; El Capitano love bees!



“El Capitano”; flying and protesting



Space Port Rotterdam; by A20 motorway to Hofplein Station, city centre!



Throbbing rocket with countdown along the A20



The information centre BIG PIG and in the background hotel Sikorsky



“El Capitano” engaged in field research on ever new possibilities!



Antenna on “luchtsingel”.    Starting and cause of Stalla in de Gloria! 



Stalla in de Gloria, rooftop extension and basecamp of El Capitano!



Settlement proposal for the exploitation of the roof garden in R’dam 



“Growing fat while sleeping” Part I



“Growing fat while sleeping” Part II



Attributen van de “Space Pigs”; infuus, rocket pack en space gun.



The Swamphunter hunting for crocodiles, raw material for Rocket Candy!



A certain part of the crocodile is the secret ingredient No. 14



The Swamphunter;



10th anniversery of the Hosepipe - series with a special edition:

Year of the BLACK MAMBA
&

Heavenly Creature!
        

The Heavenly Creatures are mysterious creatures, plant, animal, 
out of space! With their seeds they are an important ingredient 
for the Rocket Candy where the “Space Pigs” life of and literally 
get a color from. In addition, the cultivated derivatives of the 
“Mamba Noir l’enorme”, the Black Mamba’s, the cash cow, the fund-
ing, for the entire SPACE DREAM project!



Black Mamba family; baby, M, Mama en Papa



The Heavenly Creatures with its seeds!



Mamba Noir l’enorme!



“For an independent UNIVERSE!”

New developments by El Capitano:



Landed; a child’s bike Garden parking to improve the streets! 




